Opinion
Say Their Names:
By Audrey P. Davis,
Director Alexandria Black History Museum

D

uring the early morning of August 8th in
1899, at the corner of
King and Fairfax streets,
just across from Market Square, a
16-year-old boy named Benjamin
Thomas was lynched by a mob of
thousands. In life, he was denied
the right to a fair trial and protection. Benjamin Thomas deserved
better from his community.
On August 8, 2020, the
City of Alexandria will
honor Benjamin Thomas’
memory with a virtual remembrance ceremony.
The event is part of
the City’s renewed commitment to social justice,
which is exemplified by
the Alexandria Community Remembrance Project.
This project is inspired by
the Equal Justice Initiative’s (EJI)
National Memorial for Peace and
Justice in Montgomery, Alabama.
The memorial includes over 800
steel monuments, or pillars, one
for each county in the United States
where a lynching took place, with
the names of the lynching victims
engraved on the pillars. The goal
of the Community Remembrance
Project is to bring Alexandria’s
pillar to the City, displaying it in a
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In Remembrance: Benjamin
Thomas, August 8, 1899

know the difference. Today, more
of us are unwilling to accept the
status quo. Accountability is the
only acceptable course, and many
are willing to change the things
they can no longer accept.
In 1897 and 1899, there was
no accountability for the murders
of Joseph McCoy and Benjamin
Thomas. There has been little to
no accountability for the deaths of
millions of African Americans beginning with slavery until the present day. In our country, all people
are created equal, and all are innocent until proven guilty.
Now more than ever,
we must stand up for
what is right, true and
fair. In the words of the
late John Lewis, we must
… Get in good trouble,
necessary trouble ... Today we all must walk the
–Angela Y. Davis, Educator and Activist walk of social justice in
our daily lives.
Due to the pandemic,
ist rants captured on cell phones, the remembrance for Benjamin
but also corporations and Holly- Thomas will be virtual. On Aug.
wood apologizing for their lack of 8, the Alexandria Community Reinclusivity. Most importantly, we membrance Project asks Alexandrisaw Black Lives Matter protests ans to do two things. First, say the
grow into an international move- name of Benjamin Thomas, and
remember him and his family. We
ment.
The Serenity Prayer, a very famil- also ask everyone to say the names
iar prayer for Americans, asks for of the African American men who
the serenity to accept the things I tried to save Benjamin Thomas’
cannot change, courage to change life. Please take a moment to recite
the things I can, and the wisdom to the following:
prominent location. The pillar has
two names on it:Joseph McCoy,
who was killed on April 23, 1897;
and Benjamin Thomas.
Recently, our country has
faced terrible crises – the global COVID-19 pandemic and the
deaths of Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud
Arbery, and George Floyd. While
the unjust deaths of African Americans was not new, recent pandemic
“stay at home” orders forced Americans to see in real-time the abuse
that African Americans have been
reporting for years. We’ve seen rac-

“I am no longer accepting
the things I cannot change.
I am changing the things I
cannot accept.”

I / We say their names to remember … to never forget … to
know there are people who will
stand on the right side of history,
even at great personal cost. Today
we say their names...
James Alexander
Robert Buckner
Allen Carter
Thomas Elzie
Edward Gibson
Albert Green
John Haskins
Alfred Mason
Harry McDonald
John Nelson
Edward Payne
James Turley
Richard Washington
William Washington
John Wilson
They live on in our hearts as
we strive to make Alexandria a
welcoming and inclusive city. Today, we also remember Benjamin
Thomas and all African Americans
who died at the hands of racist
terror hate mobs. We keep their
memories alive as we vow to fight
against racism and injustice.
For more information about future programming, ways to participate, or how to donate, please
visit the Alexandria Community
Remembrance Project website:
https://www.alexandriava.gov/
historic/blackhistory/default.aspx?id=106501.

The Path to Marijuana Legalization
By Sen. Adam Ebbin

T

he prohibition of marijuana in America has
clearly failed. After six
hard years of building
support, educating colleagues, and
workshopping legislation, I was
able to pass SB2, my bill to eliminate the criminal penalty for personal possession of up to an ounce
of marijuana and downgrade
the offense to a $25 pre-payable
fine processed much like a traffic ticket. House Majority Leader
Charniele Herring (D-Alexandria)
passed companion legislation. Our
bills were a critical step to reform
our criminal justice system and lay
the groundwork for the equitable
legalization of cannabis.
According to a July 2019 Gallup
poll, 12% of adult Americans regularly consume marijuana. Eleven
states have fully legalized responsible use by adults. However, until SB2 went into effect on July
1, 26,000 Virginians were being
arrested for possessing marijuana

cost to minority commuevery year. They were
nities and the balloonpunished with devasing cost of enforcement
tating, life-long conseon our state’s budget
quences for a victimless
(we had been spendand arbitrary crime.
ing over $100 million a
Arrests for marijuana
year on enforcement).
possession can hurt
With this important step
job prospects and neg- Adam Ebbin
taken care of, it is now
atively impact student
financial aid, access to housing, time to move towards equitable leand even child custody decisions. galization.
Decriminalization builds a shortThis issue was exacerbated by the
harsh reality that Black and Brown term safety net to remove the overVirginians are 340% more likely to ly-punitive enforcement of possesbe arrested for marijuana posses- sion of marijuana, but long-term
sion than white Virginians, even equitable reform requires bringing
though white and Black Virginians the benefits of legalization to the
use marijuana at the same rate -- communities disparately impacted
by the war on drugs. Based on the
according to a study by the ACLU.
Black Arlingtonians were eight study of the eleven states and the
times more likely than white Ar- District of Columbia which have allingtonians to be arrested for mar- ready legalized adult-use, the sale
ijuana possession. When arrested, of marijuana through a regulated
penalties were more harshly en- marketplace can both net millions
forced against Black and Brown in state revenue and create strong
Virginians. Marijuana decriminal- small, minority-owned businesses
ization was a moral and economic throughout the state. Washington,
imperative during the 2020 legis- a state similar in size to Virginia,
lative session, both because of the netted nearly $400 million in tax
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revenues from legal marijuana in
2019. In Illinois, which recently legalized, a large portion of the tax
revenue is allotted to grants to reduce gun violence and poverty and
provide social services. A state-regulated retail market ensures product testing and labeling, minimizes
the illicit marketplace which contributes to violence in our communities, and reduces youth access to
cannabis.
COVID-19 has undercut funds
for key state services and hit minority communities disproportionately hard. Creating equitable marijuana reform can be an important
tool in our policymaking toolbox
to address these issues.
According to a Gallup Poll, 66%
of Americans support the legalization of marijuana. In Virginia, those supporters consist of a
broad and diverse coalition that I
was glad to work with to pass decriminalization in this year’s legislative session and look forward to
working with to pass legalization
See The Path, Page 7
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